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PART I 
NORTHERN CIRCLE INDIAN HOUSING AUTHORITY 
TRIP REPORT 
INTRODUCTION 
Kate Brown from the Building Research Council (BRC) at the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign and Paul Knight from Magna Systems conducted a site visit at the 
Northern Circle Indian Housing Authority (NCIHA). The NCIHA administers the 
housing program for the Tyme Maidu Tribe of Berry Creek Rancheria and the 
Manchester Band of Porno Indians of the Manchester Point Arena Rancheria. The 
assessment team provided technical assistance to the Housing Authority in assessing 
mold and moisture conditions in housing units. This report summarizes activities and 
issues addressed while on site. A detailed analysis of findings and recommendations is 
found in PART II: Northern Circle Indian Housing Authority Technical Housing 
Assessment Report: Examining Mold and Moisture Conditions of Homes on the Berry 
Creek, Manchester Point Arena Rancherias. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The NCIHA is located in Ukiah in Mendocino County, California. The Berry Creek 
Rancheria is located in Oroville in Butte County and the Manchester Point Arena 
Rancheria is located in Point Arena in Mendocino County in the State of California. 
Mendocino County is on the Pacific Coast, and greatly influenced by the large body of 
relatively cool water. Oroville is nestled next to the Sierra Nevada foothills and 
neighboring Lake Oroville. There are 111 American Indian/Alaskan Native (AlAN) 
Persons residing on the Berry Creek Rancheria and 178 AlAN persons residing on the 
Manchester Point Arena Rancheria. Berry Creek has 17 Mutual Help units and 23 Low 
Rent units for a total of 40 units. Manchester Point Arena Rancheria has 11 Mutual Help 
units and 29 Low Rent units for a total of 40 units. The average annual precipitation is 
28.57 inches in Oroville and 40.88 inches in Point Arena. The average annual maximum 
temperature is 75.5 degrees Fat Oroville and 61.8 degrees Fin Point Arena and the 
average annual minimum temperature is 48.8 degrees F in Oroville and 40.88 degrees F 
in Point Arena. 
The assessment team responded to a request from the NCIHA to assess site and housing 
conditions contributing to mold and moisture problems. Darlene Tooley, NCIHA 
Executive Director, requested technical assistance to address mold and moisture 
conditions. The assessment team visited 14 homes, seven at Berry Creek Rancheria and 
seven at Manchester Point Arena Rancheria. Exterior and interior inspections were 
conducted at 13 homes. At one home the occupants were not present, so only an exterior 
inspection was done. All the homes were slab-on-grade and ranch style. The homes at 
Berry Creek Rancheria were heated with natural gas. The homes at Manchester Point 
Arena Rancheria were heated with propane. 
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Day 1: Monday, June 21, 2004 
Monday was a travel day. 
Day 2: Tuesday, June 22, 2004 
The assessment team arrived at the Berry Creek Rancheria Tribal Office in Oroville, CA 
on Tuesday morning to meet with Dwayne Brown, Environmental Coordinator for the 
Tyme Maidu Tribe, Don Casillas, NCIHA Maintenance Manager and Robert Long, 
NCIHA Housing Inspector. The group discussed the day's activities, outlined the team's 
role while on the Rancheria, and addressed the housing authority's issues. The NCIHA 
housing staff discussed the specific mold and moisture issues that the Housing Authority 
had been handling at this site. 
The NCIHA selected the properties to be inspected and Don Casillas coordinated the 
logistics for the site visit. The assessment team, guided by Don Casillas, inspe~ted seven 
homes on the rancheria. 
In the late afternoon, the assessment team traveled to the administrative office of the 
NCIHA in Ukiah, CA. 
Day 3: Wednesday, June 23, 2004 
In the morning, the assessment team met with Darlene Tooley, Executive Director of 
NCIHA and her staff. Half day training was conducted for the NCIHA staff. Digital 
photos from Berry Creek Rancheria were presented during the training session. Darlene 
Tooley extended an invitation to Mary Weber from the local area Indian Health Services. 
She attended the training session. 
In the afternoon, the assessment team traveled to the Manchester Point Arena area. 
Day 4: Thursday, June 24,2004 
In the morning, the assessment team met with Don Casillas and Robert Long at the 
Manchester Point Arena Rancheria in Point Arena, CA, to discuss the day's activities. 
The NCIHA housing staff reviewed the specific mold and moisture issues that the 
Housing Authority had been handling at this coastal site. 
The NCIHA selected the properties to be inspected and Don Casillas coordinated the 
logistics for the site visit. The assessment team, guided by Don Casillas, inspected 
exterior and interior conditions in six homes and exterior conditions only at one home. 
Day 5: Friday, June 25, 2004 
Friday was a travel day. 
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FINDINGS 
An overview of the findings and recommendations from the site visit follows. PART II: 
Northern Circle Indian Housing Authority Technical Assessment Report provides a more 
detailed discussion and analysis of the findings. 
Northern Circle Indian Housing Authority 
Three sets of findings are presented. The first set of findings relate to both Rancherias. 
The second set of findings relate only to the Berry Creek Rancheria. The third of 
findings relate only to the Manchester Point Arena Rancheria. 
A. Findings for both Rancherias: 
1. All the bathroom fans were the originally installed ones, functioned poorly, 
vented to the outside, as did the kitchen exhaust fans. 
2. The metal framed double-glazed windows units had been installed improperly 
allowing for rain water entry. 
3. Site drainage was generally good at all the inspected homes, especially for the 
Berry Creek Rancheria homes. Although the development was built into the side 
of a hill where site drainage could be a serious issue, sites were well designed to 
direct rain water away from the homes. It was clear that a significant amount of 
time, money, and effort were expended to ensure good site drainage. All the 
homes had intact gutter systems, which blended very well with the home designs 
and color schemes. 
B. Berry Creek Rancheria Findings 
1. Metal supply air plenums, or ducting, for the evaporative cooling systems 
were not insulated in the attics allowing condensation to occur on the inside of the 
plenums during the heating season. 
2. Furnaces were sealed combustion; that is, no indoor air was used for 
combustion. This helped maintain good indoor air quality during the heating 
season. 
3. The water heaters were natural draft. Combustion air inlets were clogged with 
lint and appeared too small for the water heaters. 
C. Manchester Point Arena Rancheria Findings 
1. Exterior siding is T -1-11. Fungal growth was found in the routed sections of 
the siding as well as in joints between pieces. Sections of the siding were soft 
indicating rot. The window trim was rotting. 
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2. The exterior bandjoists at the base of the homes were not properly designed to 
shed water. Water was getting behind the bandjoist and is also being absorbed by 
the wood T -1-11 siding contributing to fungal growth and rot in the siding. 
3. Metal supply air registers in the attic were not insulated creating potential 
condensation and rust issues. 
FUTURE HOUSING AUTHORITY ACTIONS 
The following are recommendations the Housing Authority may consider in the existing 
and future housing projects: 
1. Install ventilation fans with high CFM ratings for the bathroom conditions. 
2. Develop policies and procedures for handling mold and moisture problems in 
tribal homes. 
3. Work with the Tribal Attorney to develop an Addendum to the standard lease 
agreement that requires the tenant to take steps to reduce the potential for mold 
growth in their unit. Attachment 1 is a copy of the Addendum under 
development by another Tribe. This document not only provides some level of 
protection for the occupants, but also an excellent educational tool that lists tenant 
actions or steps to discourage mold growth and promote a healthy environment. 
4. Include a 'Notice, Disclosure and Disclaimer' statement addressing mold 
conditions in current tenants lease agreement packet. With minor editing by the 
Housing Director and Tribal Attorney, this document can provide valuable 
information to potential tenants. See Attachment 2. 
The Housing Authority (HA) is taking positive action to develop a team effort between 
the HA and the tenants to prevent mold. Both the Addendum and Notice, Disclosure and 
Disclaimer documents in Tenant Lease Agreements could provide valuable information 
on mold background, tenant responsibilities, and practices that contribute to a healthy 
indoor environment. Preventing mold requires a team effort among the HA, building 
maintenance, and occupants. These documents, if included, reinforce the important role 
occupants play in maintaining healthy, safe home environments. 
PROGRAMMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS 
Addressing mold and moisture problems presents a two-phase challenge to all housing 
authorities to develop a prompt and effective delivery system: 
• Develop a partnership between the HA and residents. 
• Develop a two-part training program to: 
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Train maintenance staff to implement technical recommendations. 
Train residents on their roles and responsibilities as homeowners and 
tenants. 
The HA has already taken excellent steps to create a partnership with the residents. 
Additional steps to supplement their program could include the following formalized 
methods for addressing mold problems and maintenance issues as they occur: 
1. Mandatory attendance at annual homeowner/tenant clinics as part of the annual 
recertification process. At these clinics, provide instruction on home 
maintenance issues, such as identifying and repairing leaks, using exhaust fans 
and maintaining gutters. 
2. During the annual recertification process, ask occupants to complete a survey 
based on Housing Quality Standards (HQS) with additional questions on mold 
and moisture conditions in their homes. Completing the survey further engages 
residents in home maintenance. Furthermore, the survey responses provide 
additional information to the housing authority on unreported problems, 
especially leaks and inoperable fans that might contribute to an unsafe, unhealthy 
home environment. 
The following web sites and references provide further information on mold remediation 
and testing: 
Indoor Air Quality: 
Ball State University Indoor Environment Notebook- General resource on a number 
of topics related to indoor air quality. 
http://publish.bsu.edu/ien/archives/archive_list.htm (will open a new browser window) 
Mold: 
EPA - Mold Remediation in Schools and Commercial Buildings 
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/molds/index.html (will open a new browser window) 
New York City Department of Health Bureau of Environmental & Occupational 
Disease Epidemiology - Guidelines on Assessment and Remediation of Fungi in 
Indoor Environments 
http:/ /www.ci.nyc.ny.us/htmlldoh/html/epi/moldrptl.html (will open a new browser 
window 
References: 
Guidelines on Assessment and Remediation of Fungi in Indoor Environments attachment, 
Bemidji Area Indian Health Service Office of Environmental Health and Engineering, 
Environmental Health Services Section 
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The Measurement Problem Regarding Mold, by William B. Rose, Research Architect, 
Building Research Council/School of Architecture, University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign Campus, 2003 attachment. 
Adverse Human Health Effects Associated with Mold in the Indoor Environment: 
Position Statement by Hardin, Kelman, and Saxon, American College of Occupational 
and Environmental Medicine, 2002. 
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Exhibit ll 
Exhibit "A'; to Lease 1\g~rnent 
Jasepll E,. Quandt' 
·This .Add.endum to Lea$~· Agreement dated U'lis. of ..... ---~-~-
20_. is attached to and.made part of the lease Agreement dated ____ ....;....,._..;.....__ 
20~ by andbelv!!3en ;( .. Uindlordj of and ....... ~··-· ,.,.,..,_ ___ ......,...... _____ _ 
{"Tenant~) and. relates t6 Unit # _, 
WHJ;:REASl 'it is ad<nowtedged betvreen Landlord and Tenant that apartm,ents in 
areas that experience hlgh humidity and wet weather may; under eert.ain ctrcu~tances, 
expe~~oee m~ld growth; and. · 
Wtf~REAS, Landlord ~nd Tenant agree tha't ·the Tenant should use due.· dUigenoe in · 
attempting tg ameliOrate the possible environment fQr mold growth by preventing a:xcg.s .. 
sive humidity insitte the unit area: andt · · · · 
WH.EAEAS; tne Tenant agrees to contribute to these. efforts and the goaJ or prevent,. 
mg mold growth in1hf.a<unil ·by affirmaUvely aooep.t1ri.g the following obUga.Uon~. 
NO'N ll1ER·e:FOREJ Landlord and Tenant agree as folf?ws: 
1. Tel]ant agrees to open windOWS1 as temperature and weathet conditions permit~ to 
.aUl:wi.·an exehanga of air and permit .the introduction o·f sunlight throughout the unit. 
2~ Tenant. agrees to regularly maintain lhe untt ine.ludjng but not exclusive of, v~q~um.., 
'ng;. mopping:r dllsting, and using typical housahQid dea.ne·ts~ 
3~ Tenant agrees to main~in general temperatures withtn the unit betMteen 65°F and 
78~F as weU as> maintain general relathte.hum1dity bet\vaa:n 3() r:tnd SO% within the 
unlt at ~li times . Furfter. Tenant agreestha.t if Tenantis having ttou.ble: m~iotaining 
these indoor ambient conditions thatTenant will prompUy notify Landlord so-that 
repcdrs. ean be rnade to maintain these indoor alr quality standard$. 
4~ Tenant agrees to as sot;~n as reasonably possible~ wipe dov.1-n and dry areas that 
accumulate visicte m.oisture l'il<e counter tops, windows~ windOYJ sill~; bathroom· 
w~ls .. sho\ver areast etc. 
5~ Tenant agrees tp use .pre ... instaUed bathroom fans when showering or batrung in 
suqh. a way that ,exce,ss .moistuf9ls vented from the biltht.oom~ 
6.. Tenant agrees to reave bathroom qo9rs. open until all mo1sture on mirrors ami bath7. 
n>om w~UsltUe surfaces · ~s dissipated. - · · 
7. Tenant agrees· to clean laundry. and other wet upholstered rtems as soon as pqssi~ 
ble. after they have ,b~come· wet . ~ 
a.. Tenant agrees to use.exhaust fans i:n kitchens when =cooking or whue dis.hwastters 
are on dry cydes to ven.t excess moisture from kitchens_ ... 
9 .. Ten~t a.grees td· Umit house plants to ~ r.eas9nable. numbert do no( ~r water 
bouse :plants and dean up spills from over wat.ering~ · 
~- 1 .. lv:tr •• ·QUaJ1dt gratefuJly a~knowletlge~ !Jle assistance of Julie A. HruTISQO in the compi-
lauon of wntten materials far dus program. .. . , . . . . 
[ O.,fi The Ensdtute of Continu[ng Legal Educ:ation 
· t 0~ Tenanfagrees. to ensure that any clothes dryer vent is property connected and 
elt;at" of ob~tructions .. . Alsoi QJean the lint screen aJter every use. When ·\vashing 
clothes in warm or hot water, watch to make sure 'that ,condensation is not built up 
. \Vilh1n the washer and dryer ·clo5et u: condensation· does gather~ te.ave the cl<>.sat 
dooropen after.e\rery use~ 
1 t. · Tenant agn~es to when showerlng, be sw·e to keep the shower curtain inside the 
Wb or fully dose the shovter doors, ... 
12- Tenant agrees to peri<;>dtcany clean and ctry the \ualls around the bathtub and-
shower using a oommo.n re·liabJe household cl~aner1 
13; Terfant~gree$.,to not allow dar;np or rnaisl stacks of clothes or ·Other cloth material to 
. ·. ·ray in. pUes. 
1_ 4~ Tenant agraes to immediately report to the management offieef any evidence: of a 
···. waler leak or excess moisture rn the unit;; slorage room~ ga.rage or· any common 
an:1a 
15~ Tenant agrees tO :immediately report to management a,ny evidence of mold or miJ .. 
dew. Ilk$ growth that cannot be removed by simply applying a common r~tlab.le 
household cleaner, · 
· 1 ~·~ Ten~t agrees to look for ·teaks in washing machine hoses and discharge Unes 
_ especially if the leak. is, large enough for water to saturate trim or dry\valL 
·· l7·~ Tenant a.greas to immediately report to manaQElment~ any failure or tnatfunetion .· · 
With the heating ventilation or your air conditi~nlng system~ 
18~ Tenant agrees tQ immediately report to maoagem~nt any inopetable. windows~ 
19~ Tenant agrees to not block or cover any heating ventilation ·or air conditl.oning sup .. 
ply. diffusers and/or return grills in the unit. · 
20~ Tenan.t agrees to foUbw ·~tte house pet policy and immediately clean up any pat acci~ 
de:nts. 
21. Tenant agrees to recognize· that unre-asonah1e aodlor humidifier use can contribute 
to conditions favorabl.e for mold gfOY/th .. 
22.. i.enant agr:ees to racogn.ize th~t personal air cleaners have been Unked 1o unac~ 
. ceptable amounts of ozone In in(foor environments and that the use of pe~onal air 
deaners fs dis'couraged as ozone oan enhance the ,co:ridition and environmentfor 
excess mold growth~ 
Tenant agrees that Tenant shall b~ responsible for damage, tp the unit and the Ten-
ant's property as w~ll as.any injury ~. the Tenant or a.nyone residing in the. u.ni!w~tn Tenant ... 
for any period of time which results from ~he Tenant'sf.ai1~reto comp·ly VIi~, this ~itJit( 
~ddendum~ .A defaulttmder the terms of this Adde~dumiE;xhiqit shall be .. d~med a mate· . 
rial.delaultunderthe terms ofth~/lease and Landlordshan be~nti11e.dta~x!irci~eallrigl1l? 
and remedies at Taw or ln equity. . · 
Except as speolfically stated herein, an other t$rms and cbnditions ~f the t~ase shan 
remain unchanged~ Jn the event of ariy conflict oet\veenltierterm~ of:Ulfs. Add~nd~ml 
Exhibit and the, terms of the le~e., ·the 'terms of this Addendu.Jn!Exhtbit shaU co.6!:tot~ Any 
term that is .capitaliz~d but nat defined in :this Adden~urrt/Exhib~ that i~ capita1i?e~ .. a,nd . 
.. ~ 
' dmiqed in. the Lease· shall have the sa.rne meaning ror the pu,rpo.ses, o: this Addendum; 
E~hi~itas j.t has fo.rpurposes of the Lease~ Tenant understand$ that if mold is (Jeteete.clin 
J"anant.,~rur;rifunder cerlain d~t.unstances; Landlord may~ at its discretion, temporari~y 
rerocata .Tenant to a comparable f~rnished apartment ·while the· problemis eva,uate~. This 
· .. rij~y ifu;lude Landlord's ap!i.on tQ l~rminal:e Tenant's Leas~~ Your signabJre below indi~ 
cales you.r: agreementthallandlord .may 'temporarily relocate Tenant to a comi>arabre fur~ 
nished unit unper such· circumstances~ 
· Agreed to this ~·day o·f .. . .; 2Ct .. -~ 
Landlord: Tenant: 
. » 
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l¥.~~,~ -!!~~m.ers.SbouhLKm!w ab!:Ut 1.\~Rtd 
·'~im.~ Late:l)\ tt10ld has 'been in tht:: news._ J,.iold is a ey.pc of fwlgu.s. lt OC.Cm'S' naturally in. the 
... iitym:m~net~; and,il.is ~c:ssary for 1be natu.tai dc~mposition Qf'ptant ~d other orpnic · · 
· . ~~~: It -Jpteads ·oy means ofmicn)scopic $pfl~ borne Oft "the ~d~ D(i lsfound ~hete 
/ ~{7·~ ~e:~~~-· R.esi~ h.rtnne ~OttS~·etion. is. oot, ·and cannOt be~. designQ4 to e:tcludc 
~!!± ~:_.., lf~e growing c.onAitions ;v¢ ri~~ m.old i!a]lgfOW inyo~ i\ome .. . Moit 
t~~Umilim- 'Ni1h mold growth in !he foim ofbroll!!d mold, ami 1llllld tuttilaY ~ 
"~,~ '!l gn>w,IDQ\d~ a foodso~Ge •.. This lJis!Jl ~S\IP{lliedby i~.tbundinllle 
· ·· !t~~;; £Ucll: as fabri~J c:atpet or C"i'en wel~cr. or by b\lilding matCJ:ials; 5i1Ch as dt')'wall, woocf · 
.. :~~~~~~~~t~0v::~t:~!,:rJ;: 
,. lq.Qi..~~e~ l¥ioistnrc l$ tbc. onlY mold ~<wlh .fcu;tor b~ ~be CQntrolled in a n:si~al sei.ting. 
·By ri:liriiinizing moisture. :a bomeownCir ean rcdl.lcc or el~ mold gfowtli~ ···· 
Mqistur.e in Che bonk: can bYe ·many ~ Spit~ leaks. overfio~, ·ccndcn$atioo, and high · 
;'~ ~~===it=~~~~ro 
. \~1]nuquerttcs ofMoldp .Att ·mold is ·not n«essarily ~~~·but cmain strains. <>f mold have 
·been ~ t.O ·have adverse hath~ in S!t$Ccpdble persons. The mMt CO.imnol:l ,~ts :at¢ 
=::;:r:g:;~rootfti:tz:~==~rJr~ 
infeeti~. Sf?mc ~ co~tt:ml~tmoldcauses serl.0'9.S symptoms ~d.i~~ wfiidJ maY 
even_ be:U{le~ Howeva-1 e.xpcrts·i:lisagrc= abouttbc.:tevdo.fmo!d exposttte that• may 
c;;~a ~tii~b~. and about ~he exact ~mod ntea! ottb.e heath prOblems that m.ay. be 
, ,~c:Hby mbld. The C'eater for Dl$case COntrOl~- that a c:amalliDk ~NeeD th_e~ of · 
· tQ.*:~ old irid $8rlotLS health conditioiiS has 110·t ~proven~ · · 
. . ~ \ . 
Whattb.e Homeowner c•n DS& ·.· The OOIDCQWDcr em~ positive Step$.to reduce or·efulWmte 
. tft:e ~~ of.·ow)ld ·growth m the h0~1 and thereby ininifruz~ atty possible adYc;t'SC ~g~~ 
tp!'t~y: be.· ~us.ea: by mold. -~ steps ioolud.c the fi:tllowing: ·· · 
lr. .BUore brm~g ilms. into the bi)IO~ :check for signs of n:Jold. Potted. planr.s (root$ 
an4 ffU?• ~bing or stored clothing~ bedding mattrlaE.as -w~u M ~x;o~ 
ho~ok!.&~S. e®ld already contain ~ld growtJL. .·. . 
2. Rc&l'liuV4CWmJ.llgaod clcaaing Wlll ~elp ~m.oldJe;vels. Mildblcarh$o.~urlons 
and most: tile clcat~.ea ~ effec-tive: in cillminilting m pmventillg :~ld ~'til4·r/ 
. . . i! . -
·. . ·.· ·. ~- .· ... 3~ K~ the ~dity .·~· the home lo.w.. V=:tt c.I~thts dryers to the ou~90~ Ven~te < · 
kitd1ez. and bathr061IlS by o_pe.n.lng thl: Wln&W, by~~ e~~t~ 0~ bY numlng tbei 
air ~tianing ·to rano.vc ~cess moisture in the air:r: and to &ci!itate evapt)tation of 
·watet from wet stt1faccs~ . . 
4. P:r'omptly clecn up ~ills, cendensation and other sources ofmoisture~ Thoroughly dry 
any wet s~s. or material. Do not let water pool or st:~nd in your home. ·· Pr.Qmptly 
l'q)ta~ any materials that cannot be thoroughly dried, :$ncb 8$ dtyw'all or insula!io~ .. · 
5.. Inspect for leW ~il a reglJla.r 'basisw Look for discolo.:rmons or ·wet !Jpols. .. ,J.tcpa£r U"JY 
teaks PrDmJitlY· ~~ e~ati0t1 pans (rcfrigmato~ and air contii~c~)for mold 
grt~w.th. Take notice of musty odors, and any visible signs of mold. , · 
6. ShoUldmolddeveiQp~ thoroughly elean the affect.cd a:ea with~ a mil~· solUtion of 
bJea.dJ. r~~ t=·lQ ~ iftl:ie affected ma~a.l o.r· surfacciS.cttl.Or •f~. P(lr.tM..J$1Utmal.s; 
SUcli ;iS: .mbrl~ upholste:)'· or: caipet ·dm.uld·be. di$carded .. ·~houJd ·the ~kt.growih.· bc .. · 
~v~; Ca.U ~· the scrviees:o.r :a, quslified pro~essional clCancr.. . · · · 
:Disclaimer and Walver 
Vf.b7:thc:- Of:DQt you as a bqmco~ experience :IDOid gro"Pth (Jepe.nds on howyoo ~ge and 
maintain )'Olll' home.. Our teSpo.nsibiliJ:Y as a homebuildet m;ust be timinxt to things tluii: we em 
~t, Ase~lain.ed m QUr wrlttco ~;p~dcdb.y sepafa~ instrum~~ w~ w;tn iqmir. or: 
· ~lace dd'cct!in our c~.c;tkm (defects defined as. a fa.ijurc toi oontJ.lif: 'With ~nab~ ·· · 
. of~entiatco~on) fofapt:ijod of_._.·· -·.··. Y=rs~ We,~t!lcb~;willilO.~bc 
~te·for any~~ ca~ by mold, or by mmc:othcr-ag~t. that:~ybe as!I()Ciated. 
~ithdefects in ·~ eo~tion,to iJtclude but mgt li~ted · to. •. ptopelty dami~. p,aqnal. inJury, 
~~ of ill1JQ~.emo~ distress, dea~ IMs afuse, loss of value~ .ut· adVerse he~ cffceU; ot .. 
• ~y~·eff~ ·AnyiJnPlio4 ~ties~. mt::luding: ~··implieeWmu~Y:.Of~e 
·OQnsfructio~t, an impli,cd w.~ ofhaoitability~ or m inlplied~ otfimcss.Jora · 
.:parti.wJaruse, ~ bmby Wai~ and. disclaimed.. · · ·· 
This nottcect diScl~ 2Qd disct.iQIC£ agreement i& h~by appended to an4 made apart <Jf~c . 
coo.ncfof.lale. The CQDSldetation tor ~is ~cmcp;t sbaU Oc;tbe: same eon&dct:alio.ll. a$ ~· ~··. 
the contract. of sal~ Should Bily tCrm or provision ofthis ~~em be tulcc:i . mw~.i'd. ctr 
.,. ~A.:.......--L't h.., .. ·· f · · i.~ .. ,.t~...., ' . ·· tn .·. ··~ ""- ......P+"-• . ·. ·, •·· .. · ·sDa~~ uaen,. e Yi a court· o eo~t~~~'UO.~ e ~"'~ """ w:ilS a~=mcnt .. · • . 
nonethc!e$s sta~d in run force &ltd effect. · 
laclalowkdgctceeiptoflhe notice~ diSC'losvie:~ ~e.ragre.cment~ I have: ~arcfW!y =d 
illld reviewed its terms;. and.t a~ to iU pro~OIIS~ . 
DATE 
.· ~ . 
SELLER DATE. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Fourteen units were inspected for mold and moisture problems for the Northern Circle 
Indian Housing Authority (NCIHA). Seven homes were inspected at the Berry Creek 
Rancheria in Oroville, CA, and seven were inspected at the Manchester Point Arena 
Rancheria. The investigation was conducted between June 21st and June 25th by Kate 
Brown (Building Research Council) and Paul Knight (Magna Systems). The team 
conducted a mold training session for the NCIHA staff on the morning of June 23rd. 
Thirteen home inspections were conducted. Occupants were not present at one home, so 
only an exterior inspection was made. The inspection process involved visual 
assessment of both interior and exterior conditions, air flow measurement of bathroom 
exhaust fans and resident interviews where possible. 
NCIHA reported the following moisture problems in their homes: 
• Window condensation during the winter. 
• Rotting wood siding and window trim. 
• Occasional mold in bathrooms and in bedrooms. 
Minor amounts of mold were found in 13 of the 14 homes, usually limited to window 
stools, under sinks, and on ceilings. Rotted siding and window trim was found on 8 
homes (all seven at Manchester Point Arena and one at Berry Creek). 
Window condensation and leakage was an issue at both Rancherias. All the measured 
bathroom exhaust fans performed below their rated capacities. All inspected homes at 
Berry Creek Rancheria had condensation issues related to the distribution system for the 
evaporative coolers. All the inspected homes at Manchester Point Arena had exterior 
water problems related to the siding. 
Most of the inspected buildings were constructed in 1992 and 1993. All the homes were 
site built with 2" x 6" framing built over slabs-on-grade. 
FINDINGS 
Three sets of findings; first those related to both Rancherias, second those related to the 
Berry Creek Rancheria, and third those related to the Manchester Point Arena Rancheria, 
follow: 
A. Findings for both Rancherias: 
1. All the bathroom fans were the originals, functioned poorly, and vented to the 
outside, as did the kitchen exhaust fans. 
2. The metal framed double-glazed windows units were not installed properly 
allowing for rain water entry. 
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3. Site drainage was generally good at all of the inspected homes, especially for 
those homes at the Berry Creek Rancheria. Although the development was 
built into the side of a hill where site drainage could have been a serious issue, 
the sites were well designed to direct rain water away from the homes. It was 
clear that a significant amount of time, money, and effort were expended to 
ensure good site drainage. All the homes had intact gutter systems which 
blended very well with the design and color schemes of the homes. 
B. Berry Creek Rancheria Findings 
1. Metal supply air plenums for the evaporative cooling systems were not 
insulated in the attics allowing condensation to occur on the inside of the 
plenums during the heating season. 
2. Furnaces are sealed combustion; that is, no indoor air is used for 
combustion. This helps maintain good indoor air quality during the heating 
season. 
3. Water heaters are natural draft. Combustion air inlets were clogged with lint 
and appeared to be too small for the water heaters. 
C. Manchester Point Arena Rancheria Findings 
1. Exterior siding is T -1-11. Fungal growth was found in the routed sections of 
the siding as well as in joints between pieces. Sections of the siding were soft 
indicating rot. The window trim was rotting. 
2. The exterior bandjoists at the base of the homes were not properly designed to 
shed water. Water is getting behind the bandjoist and is also being absorbed 
by the wood T -1-11 siding contributing to fungal growth and rot in the siding. 
3. Metal supply air registers in the attic are not insulated creating potential 
condensation and rust issues. 
The report provides technical recommendations and discussions focusing on these items. 
Appendix A includes a summary of findings at each inspected unit. Appendix B 
provides observations and recommendations for each unit. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Building Research Council (BRC) responded to 
a request from the Eastern/Woodlands Office of 
Native American Programs to assess site and 
structural conditions contributing to mold and 
moisture problems in homes managed by the 
Northern Circle Indian Housing Authority (NCIHA) 
in northern California. The investigation was 
conducted between June 21st and June 25th by Kate 
Brown (Building Research Council) and Paul Knight 
(Magna Systems). The team conducted a mold 
training session for NCIHA staff on the morning of June 23rct. Inspected units were pre-
selected by NCIHA which included homes in the Berry Creek and Manchester Point 
Arena Rancherias. 
NCIHA has reported the following moisture problems in their homes: 
• Window condensation during the winter. 
• Rotting wood siding and window trim. 
• Occasional mold in bathrooms and in bedrooms. 
Fourteen homes were inspected (an exterior inspection only was done at one unit, since 
the occupants were not home). Minor amounts of mold were found in 13 homes, usually 
limited to window stools, under sinks, and bathroom ceilings. 
All the homes had good, well-designed site drainage and intact gutter systems. 
All the windows were double glazed with metal frames. However, the windows were 
not flashed properly, causing rain water to drain behind the trim and exterior siding. 
Interior window condensation also occurred during the heating season. 
All but one bathroom fan appeared to be original. All exhaust fans vented to the outside, 
but functioned below their rated capacity. The kitchen fans vented to the exterior. 
Homes at the Berry Creek Rancheria had evaporative cooling systems, or swamp coolers. 
Metal supply air plenums were not insulated and condensation could occur inside the 
plenums during the heating season. Seal the plenums from the interior during the heating 
season to prevent this occurrence. However, it was clear that this could not be done in 
many instances. Condensation could also occur on the metal pressure activated dampers 
related to the operation of the evaporative cooling system. 
Swamp coolers were not used at the Manchester Point Arena Rancheria. However, some 
metal supply air registers located in the ceilings were not insulated creating potential 
condensation and rust issues. 
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Exterior siding at Manchester Point Arena is T -1-11. Fungal growth was on the siding 
(Figure 1). The poor design of the wood bandjoist at the base of the homes also 
contributed to siding mold and rot. 
SECTION 1 -METHODOLOGY 
Visual inspection was used to assess mold and moisture conditions in the homes. 
The results of the mold and moisture assessments were compiled on a spreadsheet, with 
broad categories of common moisture problems noted. This data is presented in 
Appendix A of this report. Findings and recommendations for individually inspected 
homes are presented in Appendix B. 
Visual Inspection 
Housing inspections consisted of visual assessment of 
mold and moisture conditions. Assessment forms 
developed for the Chicago Mold and Moisture Project (a 
HUD Healthy Homes Program) were used to record 
information. The assessment forms are organized for a 
room-by-room inspection. All rooms were examined for 
water damage and evidence of mold. Assessment of 
kitchens, bathrooms, utility rooms and attics included 
additional inspection relating to plumbing, localized 
ventilation, water entry and other moisture source issues. 
Figure 1- Fungal growth in T-1-11 
siding 
The exterior of the homes were inspected for rain water management, including site 
grading, roof condition and gutter system. 
Whenever possible, residents were interviewed to gather history on moisture problems, 
plumbing leaks, winter condensation, health issues, number of occupants and other useful 
information that could be offered. 
Digital photographs were taken at each home to visually record notable conditions. 
Measurements 
Actual ventilation rates of bathroom fans were measured with an exhaust fan flow meter. 
The flow meter consists of a gasketed pan that is placed tightly over an operating exhaust 
fan. The pan has a variable orifice and a connection for a digital manometer. The 
manometer measures the pressure difference between the pan and the house during fan 
operation. Based on the setting of the variable orifice and the measured pressure 
difference at the fan, the cubic feet of air per minute (CFM) exhaust by the fan is 
calculated. 
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SECTION 2 -HOUSE DESCRIPTIONS 
NCIHA manages 40 homes at the Berry Creek Rancheria 
(111 residents) and 40 homes at the Manchester Point Arena 
Rancheria (178 residents). All the homes were constructed 
in the late 1980' s and early 1990's. 
June 21-25, 2004 
All homes are 2" x 6" stick-built construction. Sidewall 
insulation could not be inspected and is assumed to be R19 
fiberglass batts. Inspected attics were insulated with R3 8 
fiberglass batt insulation. Soffit and ridge vents were the 
common attic ventilation strategy. 
Figure 2 -Band joist at base of 
home 
Masonite siding was used as the exterior siding material at Berry 
Creek. T -1-11 siding was used as extefior siding for homes at 
Manchester Point Arena. Masonite is oriented strand board (OSB) 
textured to look like wood lap siding and was produced by the 
Masonite Corporation (Masonite discontinued the production of 
its OSB siding in 1996; Louisiana-Pacific currently produces an 
OSB siding called ( Omniwood). Over time the, OSB siding was 
plagued with widespread failures. In a May 1995 class-action 
lawsuit, filed in the U.S. District Court in Portland, Oregon, 
plaintiffs claimed that the siding was swelling, warping, 
disintegrating, and even growing mushrooms 1. 
T -1-11 siding was used at Manchester Point Arena. T -1-11 siding 
is textured plywood panels, usually 4' x 8' sheets and Y2" thick. 
Fungal growth was common on this siding, particularly on walls 
Figure 3 - Typical wood 
stove at Manchester Point 
Arena 
oriented south. Failures ofT -1-11 siding have also been reported, but not to the extent of 
OSB siding. 
A horizontal band joist (2" x 1 0") was installed at the base of the homes. The joint 
between the T-1-11 siding and bandjoist was caulked, however, much of the caulk had 
failed over time. The bandjoist was not cambered, or curved, to shed rain water (Figure 
2). Consequently, wood rot at this joint was commonly found. 
All the homes were built on slab-on-grade. Slab perimeters at Manchester Point Arena 
were insulated with 2" of extruded polystyrene insulation (R1 0). 
Gas-fired forced air heating systems are used in the Berry Creek homes. All but one of 
the furnaces was direct vent sealed combustion (90% efficient). Propane-fired furnaces 
(80% efficient) are used in the Manchester Point Arena homes. Insulated flex is used as 
the supply air ducts and are located in the attics. Central returns are utilized with grilles 
in the furnace closet doors. Homes at Manchester Point Arena also utilized wood stoves 
for heating (Figure 3). Most of these stoves had supply air ducted to them. 
1 Environmental Building News, Vol.4, Number 6 
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Evaporative cooling systems are used at Berry Creek. No cooling systems are used at 
Manchester Point Arena. Cooling units are hung on a side wall and utilized separate 
supply ducts to the house (Figure 4 ). Drain lines from the units are located in the exterior 
walls and have caused leakage problems in the past. 
Cool air is supplied to the home through three supply air registers. The ducts are 
insulated as was the first metal plenum over the supply air register nearest to the 
evaporative cooling unit. The remaining two metal plenums were not insulated. 
Pressure activated dampers located in the living and dining room ceilings are used in the 
homes to relieve pressure when the system is operating. 
All the water heaters are gas or propane-fired natural draft units. Combustion air inlets 
are used to supply air to the water heaters in the Berry Creek homes. Combustion air is 
drawn from the attic and ducted to the water heater closets. it appeared that the inlets 
were under-sized. Many of the inlets were blocked with dust and lint restricting the flow 
of air to the water heaters. The water heaters at the Manchester Point Arena Rancheria 
are located outside the living space in storage closets attached to the homes. 
SECTION 3- FINDINGS 
3.1 Bathroom & Kitchen Exhaust Fans; Clothes Dryers 
Properly operating and vented exhaust fans and clothes dryers remove moisture from 
bathrooms and homes. Bathroom exhaust fans were found in all of the homes. An 
exhaust fan flow meter (Figure 5) was used to measure actual CFM exhausted by the 
bathroom fans (the fan flow meter doesn't fit over kitchen exhaust fans). The measured 
exhaust ranged between 0 CFM and 100 CFM (see Table 1). The rated exhaust flow of 
the fans was 80 CF. 
Figure 4- Typical evaporative 
coolin2 unit 
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House Address 
86 Tyme Way 
97 Tyme Way 
98 Tyme Way 
115 Tyme Way 
6 Yell ow Hammer 
11 Yell ow Hammer 
85 Yell ow Hammer 
407 Sea Lion Crt. 
409 Sea Lion Crt. 
406 Sea Lion Crt. 
408 Sea Lion Crt. 
403 Sea Lion Crt. 
509 Garcia Crt 
*-Replacement fan 
Table 1: Measured Bathroom Fan CFM 
Main Bath Fan CFM 
36CFM 
59CFM 
46CFM 
36CFM 
41 CFM 
53 CFM 
100 CFM* 
41 CFM 
54CFM 
32CFM 
OCFM 
32CFM 
43 CFM 
Figure 6 - Flexible metallic 
bathroom exhaust ducts 
Bedroom Bath Exhaust Fan 
n/a 
36CFM 
n/a 
29CFM 
n/a 
50CFM 
65CFM 
50CFM 
n/a 
21 CFM 
46CFM 
n/a 
n/a 
All bathroom fans vented to the outside. Flexible metallic duct was used at Berry Creek 
(Figure 6). A combination of flexible metallic duct and rigid metal duct were found at 
Manchester Point Arena. Most fans were controlled by an "on/off' switch that also 
controlled the bathroom light. 
A few fans were controlled by a separate on/off switch. All but one bathroom fan was 
quite noisy. Occupants tend not to use fans that are loud. 
The fan at 85 Yell ow Hammer appeared to have been a replacement and was very quiet. 
This fan had the greatest CFM exhaust at 1 00 CFM. 
At a minimum, bathroom exhaust fans should provide a ventilation rate of 70 CFM. 
None of the original bathroom exhaust fans measured greater than this. It is not unique 
to the housing stock at N CIHA to have bathroom fans measuring below their rated 
exhaust capacity. This is commonly seen in all housing types, regardless of economic 
strata. 
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All the kitchen fans vented to the outside which is 
imperative in controlling moisture levels while 
cooking. 
Clothes dryers vented to the outside. Flexible metallic 
vents connecting the dryers to the outside ducts were 
compressed with multiple bends (Figure 7). Two of 
the flexible vents were cracked or disconnected. 
3.2 Window Condensation and Rain Water 
Leakage 
Winter condensation on windows was a common 
complaint. Existing windows were metal framed 
double glazed units with poor thermal breaks that 
exacerbate the condensation problem. Rainwater 
leakage behind the exterior trim has led to wood 
decay and rotted siding (Figure 8). 
Reducing interior humidity levels through improved 
bathroom exhaust ventilation will reduce window 
condensation potential. Houses with wall furnaces 
have no airflow into bedrooms when doors are 
closed which acts to keep the room and surface 
temperatures cooler, thus increasing the potential 
for both window and wall/ceiling surface 
condensation. 
Replacing existing windows with higher quality 
double pane windows will elevate the interior 
surface temperature and raise the dew point 
temperature2, decreasing the condensation 
potential. Include proper flashing with the window 
installation to allow proper rainwater drainage. 
3.3 Site Drainage 
Site drainage was very good around all inspected 
homes. Although the homes at the Berry Creek 
Figure 7- Compressed dryer 
vent with bends 
Figure 9 - Positive site drainage 
away from home; note swale leading 
to drain 
Rancheria were built into the side of a hill where site drainage could be a serious issue, 
the sites were well designed to direct rainwater away from the homes (Figure 9). It was 
clear that a significant amount of time, money, and effort were expended to ensure good 
site drainage. 
2 Dew point temperature is the warmest temperature of a surface where water condensation from the 
surrounding air would form on that surface. If the surface temperature is increased, the dew point 
temperature also increases which decreases the potential for condensation to occur. 
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All the homes had intact gutter systems, except for a 
few incidents of disconnected downspouts and 
splash-blocks pitched toward the homes rather than 
away from them. The gutter systems were also well 
designed with color selection matching those used 
on the homes. It was difficult determining if gutters 
were present from the street due to the accurate 
color matching. 
Overall site planning was done very well, with street 
lighting, fire hydrants and storm drains common. 
Plantings around the homes were plentiful and colorful 
(Figure 1 0). 
3.4 Metal Supply Air Plenums (Berry Creek) 
Cool air from evaporative coolers is distributed 
through one insulated flexible supply duct to three 
supply air plenums, or metal boxes with registers on 
the interior ceiling surface. The plenum nearest the 
evaporative cooler was insulated whereas the 
remaining two plenums were not (Figure 11 ). Also, 
the joints of the cooling ductwork were not well-sealed 
to the plenums. 
Seal the registers during the heating season to prevent 
warm air from escaping from the house to the outside. 
Some the registers were designed with clips to accept 
a cover (Figure 12). 
As swamp coolers pressurize a home, occupants are 
encouraged to open a window to relieve the pressure 
when the system is operating. However, two pressure 
activated dampers were used in these homes, 
designed to open automatically under pressure and 
located in the ceilings of the living and dining rooms 
and open to the attic. A metal box is used to enclose 
the dampers in the attic to keep insulation away 
(Figure 13). 
The non-insulated supply plenums and unsealed 
registers allow warm moist air to move up into 
the evaporative cooling system. Condensation on 
the inside of the supply air plenums is a 
possibility. In addition, warm moist air moving-
June 21-25,2004 
Figure 10- Landscaping was done 
very well around the home. 
Figure 11- Uninsulated metal 
supply air plenum for evaporative 
cooling system 
Figure 12 - Ceiling register with 
clips to accept a cover 
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up past the pressure activated dampers may condense on 
the interior side of the metal box enclosure. 
3.5 Furnaces (Berry Creek) 
All but one inspected furnace at Berry Creek was direct 
vent sealed combustion. 3 These furnaces were high 
efficiency models with ratings of at least 90%. In 
addition, the furnaces utilized outdoor air for combustion 
and ventilation (Figure 14). Consequently, homes could 
be tighter, resulting in energy savings and occupants 
being more comfortable because of fewer drafts. 
Furthermore, there was no need to provide combustion 
air inlets from the attic that were commonly seen in these 
homes. The combustion air inlets were required, 
however, for the natural draft water heaters. 
Supply air ducts were located in the attic. The ducts were 
insulated flex and appeared to be in good condition. Air 
was centrally returned to the furnaces through grilles in 
the furnace closet doors. Some inspected filters were 
dirty. In other cases, occupants tend to store items in the 
furnace closet that could be a fire hazard and also restrict 
return air flow to the furnace. 
3.6 Water Heaters (Berry Creek) 
Water heaters were natural draft and located in closets 
near the center of the homes. Two combustion air 
June 21-25, 2004 
Figure 14 - Sealed 
combustion furnace and 
natural draft water heater 
Figure 15- One of two 
combustion air inlets for 
registers open to a duct providing combustion air to the water heater 
~------------------~ 
closets. Many of the inlets were clogged with lint and dirt restricting the supply of 
combustion air (Figure 15). 
Inadequate combustion air supply could cause backdrafting of the water heater. Products 
of combustion of a backdrafting water heater are carbon dioxide and moisture. Under the 
worse case scenario, carbon monoxide could be produced creating a serious indoor air 
quality issue to the occupants. 
3. 7 Exterior Band joist (Manchester Point Arena) 
3 The house at 85 Yell ow Hammer Drive was power vented and 80% efficient. Power vented furnaces use 
indoor air for combustion and ventilation. 
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A common architectural 
feature on the homes at 
Manchester Point Arena is 
a horizontal 2" x 1 0" 
bandjoist at the base of 
the building. The joint 
between the bandjoist and 
T -1-11 siding is caulked, 
but was failing in many 
locations (Figures16 & 
17). The bandjoist is not 
cambered to shed water. 
Figure 16- Poor joint 
between band_ioist and sidin2 
Water is pooling on top of the bandjoist and also 
draining between it and the T -1-11 siding. 
3.8 Exterior Siding (Manchester Point Arena) 
T -1-11 siding is textured plywood that may be installed 
directly to wood studs or over non-structural sheathing. 
Fungal growth was common on this siding, particularly 
on the southern walls (Figure 18). 
A number of reasons may be contributing to the fungal 
growth. 
1. Manufacturing/Installation Defects 
A defect in the manufacturing process may allow water 
absorption by the siding material. Edges of the siding 
may not have been sealed prior to installation allowing 
for water absorption. 
2. Exterior Bandjoist/Window Leakage 
Poor detailing of the bandjoist may cause water pooling 
at the joint between the siding and bandjoist. Capillary 
action of the siding may be pulling water up from the 
bandjoist as a result. Poor drainage around windows has 
led to rotted window trim (Figure 19) and may be 
draining behind the siding material. 
3. Thermally Driven Moisture 
June 21-25, 2004 
Figure 17- Rotting bandjoist 
Figure 18 -Fungal growth at 
joint between bandjoist and T-1-
11 siding 
Figure 19- Rotting window trim 
Solar radiation striking a vapor permeable surface has the capability of driving moisture 
through it. Plywood is semi-vapor permeable with a unique characteristic. When dry, 
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plywood has a perm rating4 of .75. That is, it is impermeable to moisture and is 
technically classified as a vapor barrier. However, the perm rating increases to 3.5 when 
it gets wet and as high as 20 when saturated. Thus, plywood moves from being a vapor 
barrier to a material that readily allows a significant amount of vapor movement through 
it. 
The siding is subject to repeated wetting as a result of 
the homes being located in a coastal climate. As the 
siding gets wet, it becomes more permeable to moisture. 
As the suns strikes the surface, the surface temperature 
increases driving moisture through the siding. As the 
exterior surface of the siding dries, its perm rating drops 
and is no longer permeable to moisture. Water driven 
through the material or leaking from the windows is 
trapped within or behind it. 
3.9 Uninsulated Supply Air Registers (Manchester 
Point Arena) 
Figure 20- Uninsulated supply 
boot 
Metal supply boots are used to connect insulated flex 
duct to supply air registers. Some metal boots are not 
insulated (Figure 20). Winter time condensation has 
occurred on the registers as a result, especially in 
bathrooms with high moisture loads and inadequate 
ventilation (Figure 21 ). 
SECTION 4 -TECHNICAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are based on the site 
visit findings. 
4.1 Bathroom & Kitchen Exhaust Fans; Clothes Dryers 
Figure 21 -Rusted supply air 
register in bathroom 
Large amounts of moisture can be generated in bathrooms and kitchens given their 
function. Properly operating exhaust fans are key to removing moisture from these 
spaces. 
1. Replace all bathroom exhaust fans with ones rated for a minimum 70 CFM at 
0.25" of static pressure (the rating provided on the box is generally at 0.1 0" of 
static pressure). 
4 Perm rating measure is a measurement of how much water vapor will move through a material over a 
given period of time. A material with a perm rating less than 1.0 is vapor impermeable. Materials with 
perm ratings greater than 10 are vapor permeable. 
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2. Ensure new bathroom fans have a sone ratings no higher than 1.5. Sone is a 
rating for sound - the lower the sone rating, the quieter the fan. Occupants tend 
not to use loud fans because of the noise. Low-sone fans include Broan Solitaire 
and Panasonic WhisperCeiling and Whisper Lite series. Low-sone fans generally 
cost between $75 and $100. 
3. Replace flexible ribbed vent with round, smooth sheet metal vent. Minimize duct 
length, turns and bends in the ductwork. Smooth ducts provide less resistance 
and improved flow over ribbed ductwork. Recommend that occupants clean dust 
and lint from intake grilles on an as-needed basis. 
4. Replace fan on/off switches with 60 minute timer switches. Recommend to 
occupants that fans operate for at least 15 minutes following showering or 
bathing. Timer switches cost between $15 and $50. 
5. Replace any existing combination bathroom light/fan switches with fan delay 
timers. A fan delay timer is a two function switch that is typically wired to a fan 
and a light._ When the switch is turned-on, both the light and exhaust fan are 
turned-on. When the switch is turned-off, the light is turned-off but the fan 
continues to operate for an extended period of time. The 
extended period of time can be adjusted from 1 to 60 
minutes. Fan delay timers are about $35. 
6. Periodically inspect all bathroom and kitchen exhaust fan 
ducts. Ensure that exhaust ducts are vented outside, 
properly attached and sealed to the exhaust fan housing 
and to roof or wall vent caps. 
7. As rehab work is done in laundry areas, re-install flex 
duct to minimize bends and elbows. Install a "dryerbox" 
Figure 22 - "Dryerbox" 
to help make the transition (Figure 22). Cost is about $20 (www.drybox.com). 
8. Periodically inspect dryer vents and correct the following conditions when found: 
- Install missing or damaged dryer vent. 
- Replace crimped or cracked dryer vents. 
- Reconnect disconnected dryer vents. 
- Replace plastic ribbed dyer vents with smooth metal vents as space permits. 
4.2 Window Replacement 
Existing windows are metal frame double pane windows. The conductivity, or U-value5, 
of the existing windows is about 0.64. This corresponds to an R-value of 1.56, or 
equivalent to ~, of fiberglass insulation. 
5
- U-value is a measure of how well a material conducts heat. The higher the U-value, the greater the 
conductivity. For comparison purposes, R49 of fiberglass insulation has aU-value of0.02. 
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Benefits resulting from window replacement include: 
- Energy savings. 
- Reduced interior surface condensation. 
- Elimination of water leakage by properly 
flashing new windows. 
Recommendations regarding window replacement 
include: 
1. Window unit U-value should be no higher 
than 0.40 as recommended by the US 
ENERGY Performance 
Department of Energy for the climate of Figure 23 - NFRC label 
northern California. Generally, windows 
achieving aU-value of0.40 will be double glazed with a low-E coating. Window 
frames will be wood, vinyl, wood clad or hybrid/composite. The best U-value for 
metal framed windows with a thermal break and double glazed with a low-E 
coating is approximately 0.48. 
2. Window U-value should be rated by the National Fenestration Rating Council 
(NFRC). The NFRC is an independent rating organization verifying the thermal 
performance of a window. Windows rated by the NFRC will bear a label 
indicating the window U-value (Figure 23). 
See additional information relating to reduced condensation potential and flashing 
problems in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
4.3 Evaporative Cooling Systems - Berry Creek 
The following recommendations are made with respect to the evaporative cooling 
systems in homes at the Berry Creek Rancheria. 
1. Seal all duct joints between flex duct and supply air plenums with residential 
grade duct mastic. Duct mastics include RCD Corp. #6, Seal-n-Save by United-
McGill and Permitite 777. Do not use duct tape, since it is not durable and will 
fail over time. An acceptable tape is SF-686 by Shurtape Technologies. 
2. Insulate supply air plenums with minimum R6 duct insulation with vapor barrier 
facing out to the attic. 
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3. Alternately, 
insulate and air 
seal supply air 
plenums with 
two-part spray 
polyurethane 
foam (Figures 24 
& 25). Spray 
foam will provide 
an R-value of 6 
per inch. Two-
part spray foams 
are available in 
sizes from 15 
board feet ($28.00) 
Figure 24- Two-part spray 
polyurethane foam 
Figure 25 - Two-part spray 
foam used to seal duct to boot 
to 600 board feet ($650). 
4. Modify supply air registers and pressure activated 
dampers to accept air tight closures. Closures 
would be installed from the inside of the house by 
the occupants during the winter to prevent warm 
moist air from moving up into the evaporative 
cooling ducts and the attic. 
5. Encourage occupants to open windows by 1" to 2" Figure 26- Combustion air inlet 
in rooms they wish to cool when evaporative at Manchester Point Arena 
cooler is operating to avoid cool air from 
bypassing rooms and escaping through the pressure activated dampers. 
4.4 Combustion Air Inlets 
Combustion air inlets are used at Berry Creek to provide combustion air to the water 
heaters. Furnaces are sealed combustion and take their combustion air from the outside 
through PVC pipe. 
Combustion air inlets are provided for the furnaces at Manchester Point Arena (Figure 
26). Water heaters are located outside the living space in storage closets and have their 
own source of combustion air. 
Grille openings on combustion air inlets at both Rancherias were covered with lint and 
dirt restricting combustion air flow to the appliances. Secondly, especially at Berry 
Creek, the openings appeared to be too small. 
1. Clean all grilles of lint and dirt. 
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2. Inspect the size of the combustion air openings. Two combustion air openings 
are required. Each opening must meet the following criteria. For every 4,000 
Btu input to the appliance, 1 in2 of free ventilation area is required. Water heaters 
at Berry Creek have a rated input of 38,000 Btu/hours. Thus, 9.5 square inches of 
free ventilation area is required for each combustion air inlet. Duct opening to 
the attic must be at least 19 square inches. Cross sectional area of the duct must 
be equal to or greater than the free ventilation area of the combustion openings6. 
3. When calculating the free ventilation area of openings, assume 50% of the gross 
area of the vent. This includes louvered openings found at Manchester Point 
Arena and the wire mesh openings found at Berry Creek. 
4.5 Exterior Siding - Manchester Point Arena 
Current recommendations for the plans for replacement of the T-1-11 siding include: 
1. Remove the T -1-11 siding to install new siding. 
2. Properly flash windows as part of the siding replacement program. 
3. Use an exterior siding material that is impermeable to moisture, · such as fiber 
cement siding, OSB siding or vinyl. 
4. Ensure the sheathing is impermeable to moisture, such as OSB or thin profile 
sheathing such as Thermo-Ply. Cover OSB sheathing with a house wrap. 
5. Use spacer mesh to provide a ventilated air space between the siding and 
sheathing. Use vertical furring strips (3116" or 114") to create the air space, 
ventilated to dry the wall. 
6. Install new bandjoists to shed water. Two recommendations are provided: 
-After replacing siding, install bandjoist over spacer mesh or furring 
strips (3/16" or 114") to allow drainage between the bandjoist and 
siding. 
-Alternately, install bandjoist first. Install siding down to top ofbandjoist 
with flashing behind siding to shed water onto bandjoist that has been 
cambered to drain water. 
Additional information may be found in Section 5.4. 
4.6 Supply Air Registers - Manchester Point Arena 
Inspect supply air boots. Exposed metal boots should be insulated with two-part foam. 
Two-part foam will air seal the enclosure and provide an R-value of 6 per inch. 
6
- NFPA 54, Section 5.3.3 
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4. 7 Occupant Lifestyle 
Occupant lifestyles may also contribute to moisture and other indoor air quality issues. 
Educate occupants in the following areas to assist in solving and eliminating mold and 
moisture problems: 
1. Instruct occupants to open windows slightly when using evaporative coolers. 
Instruct occupants on sealing cooling supply registers and pressure activated 
dampers during the winter. 
2. Instruct occupants to change furnace filters on a monthly basis. 
3. Instruct occupants not to store items adjacent to furnaces and water heaters as a 
safety precaution. 
4. Line drying of clothes in homes should be discouraged. 
5. Instruct occupants on the importance of using bathroom and kitchen exhaust fans 
when showering or cooking. Bathroom exhaust fans should operate for a 
minimum of 15 minutes following showering or bathing. 
6. Encourage occupants to report plumbing leaks to management as soon as 
possible. 
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SECTION 5 -DISCUSSION OF COMMON PROBLEMS 
5.1 Bathroom & Kitchen Exhaust Fans; Clothes Dryers 
June 21-25, 2004 
Several rooms in a home are natural moisture sources simply by the nature of their 
function. Showers result in 1 00% humidity in bathrooms. Kitchens are used for cooking 
and cleaning. In laundries, clothes dryers must remove large quantities of water from wet 
clothes. By removing moisture at the source in these areas, exhaust ventilation serves as 
a source control strategy. Exhaust ventilation dilutes the moisture and places the room in 
a negative pressure, thus limiting the spread of moisture to the rest of the home until most 
of the moisture has been removed to the outside. 
Bathroom exhaust fans, kitchen exhaust fans and clothes dryers should always vent to the 
outside rather than into the living space. Venting to the basement, crawl space, or attic 
can lead to moisture problems in these areas. For this reason, localized exhaust 
ventilation requires ductwork. 
The effectiveness of exhaust fans is based on the power of the exhaust fan, length and 
type of exhaust duct, and cleanliness of the fan grille. When there is excessive resistance 
in the ductwork, the exhaust fan motor may not be powerful enough to vent sufficient 
airflow through the duct. The longer the duct length, the greater the static pressure in the 
duct and the less air flow through the duct. Turns and bends in the ductwork also 
increase the static pressure and reduce flow. Similarly, a smooth duct provides less 
resistance and improved flow over ribbed ductwork. For all types of exhaust ventilation, 
using round, smooth sheet metal ductwork is recommended. A dirty intake grille will 
also greatly increase resistance and reduce airflow. 
Fan capacity is typically listed at 0.1 0" and 0.25" of static pressure. Bathroom exhaust 
fans should provide a minimum ventilation rate of 70 CFM at 0.25" of static pressure. 
Selecting a fan capacity at 0.1 0" static pressure is appropriate only if the exhaust duct is 
smooth, straight (no more than one elbow), and less than 15' in length. For example, a 
bathroom fan with an exhaust ventilation rate of90 CFM or 100 CFM (at 0.10") may be 
required to obtain 70 CFM at 0.25" of static pressure if there are numerous elbows, the 
exhaust duct is ribbed, and the length is over 15'. Fan performance curves should be 
reviewed to determine ventilation rates at 0.25". 
Replace non-operable and recirculating kitchen exhaust fans whenever possible with ones 
vented to the outside. The fans should have a minimum exhaust capacity of 150 CFM. 
Under no circumstances should recirculating fans be installed in place of the kitchen 
exhaust fans. 
Ensure dryer vents are smooth-surfaced rigid duct or use non-combustible flexible metal 
duct approved for dryer venting. Make duct joints in the direction of the air flow. Fasten 
ducts with screws or fasteners that extend into the duct. Minimize the length of the duct 
run, especially with flexible metal duct. Install flexible metal duct without dips or sags. 
Insulate dryer vents extending through non-conditioned spaces. 
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Minimum the duct diameter to 4" and the length to less than 25' from the dryer outlet to 
the termination point. Use 5" diameter duct if the length is greater than 25'. 
Dryer vent caps should have a backdraft damper that closes when the dryer is not being 
used. Insect screens or small wire cages should not be installed over the vent cap. 
5.2 Window Replacement 
The graph in Figure 27 shows condensation 
potential on the center of glass area (the 
area at least 2.5" from the frame/glass edge) 
at various outdoor temperature and indoor 
relative humidity conditions. Condensation 
can occur on all points that fall on or above 
the curves. As the U-factor of windows 
improves, there is a much smaller range of 
conditions where condensation will occur. 
For example, the U-value of the existing 
windows is near 0.64, near that of a double 
glazed window. If condensation is 
occurring at 20°F outside temperature, 
indoor relative humidity is 50% (typical 
indoor relative humidity should be around 
35%). If replacement units are double 
glazed, low-E, argon gas windows (a very 
common window type), condensation 
wouldn't occur until the relative humidity 
so 
10 
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Figure 27 - Impact of Temperature, 
Humidity and Glass Choice on Center-of-
Glass Condensation 
60 
reached 70% at 20°F outside tem~erature. Or, condensation wouldn't occur until the 
outside temperature dropped to 0 F and the indoor relative humidity was 60%. In other 
words, chances for condensation on the glass are minimal, especially if effective 
bathroom ventilation is installed. 
5.3 Window Flashing 
Proper flashing of replacement windows is necessary to allow rainwater to drain behind 
siding and trim. An example of a window flashing procedure is shown next. The 
procedure has been taken from "Read This Before You Design, Build or Renovate", US 
pepartment of Energy and the Asthma Regional Council ofNew England. 
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Step 1 - OSB on wood frame 
wall 
Step 3 - Mechanically 
attach strip of building 
paper; attach at top 
only, leave sides and 
bottom loose 
Building Research Council 
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Step 2- Install wood 
backdam 
Step 4 - Apply first 
piece of adhesive 
backed sill flashing; 
apply second piece of 
adhesive backed sill 
flashing 
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Step 5 - Install corner 
flashing patches at sill 
Step 7 - Apply sealant at 
jambs and head; alternately, 
sealant can be placed on the 
back side of the nailing 
flange (back-caulked) 
Building Research Council 
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Step 6 - Install building 
paper at jambs 
Step 8 - Install window; 
install jamb flashing then 
head flashing 
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Step 9- Install first course of 
buildine paper under sill flashine 
Step 11- Install third course 
of buildine paper at .iambs 
Building Research Council 
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Step 10- Install second course 
of buildine paper at jambs 
Step 12 - Install fourth course 
of buildine paper at head 
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5.4 Exterior Wall Construction 
The US Department of Energy has developed specific building guidelines for residential 
construction given various climatic regions of the country. Homes in the Manchester 
Point Arena are located in a "Mixed Humid Climate". The following guidelines and 
typical wall section are for exterior wall construction in this climatic zone (Figure 28). 
Additional information is found at http://www.buildingscience.com/. 
- ventilated rain screen between siding and sheathing 
- vapor impermeable siding 
- vapor impermeable sheathing 
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Appendix B: SITE:Northern Circle Housing Authority SUMMARY SITE VISIT REPORT DATE:June 21-25, 2004 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 
Gutter Exterior Visible 
Inspection HUD Building Model and Site Drainage System Leaks from Rotted Plumbing Bathroom Exhaust wall/ceiling Attic Mold 
Number Address Program Age Occupancy Foundation Type Framing Type Heat Type Problems Problems Exterior1 Siding Problems Problems Ventilation problems Problems (Column# CFM 
Berry Creek 
1.1 86TymeWay LR 12 years 5 Slab on Grade Ranch Natural Gas No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes 11 36 
1.2 97TymeWay LR 12 years 1 Slab on Grade Ranch Natural Gas No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes 11 59/36 
1.3 98TymeWay LR 12 years 1 Slab on Grade Ranch Natural Gas No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes ** 46 
1.4 115TymeWay LR 12 Years 6 Slab on Grade Ranch Natural Gas No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 11 36/29 
1.5 6 Yellow Hammer Drive LR 12 Years 5 Slab on Grade Ranch Natural Gas No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes 11 41 
1.6 11 Yellow Hammer Drive LR 12Years 7 Slab on Grade Ranch Natural Gas No No Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes 11 53/50 
1.7 85 Yellow Hammer Drive MH 9 Years 3 Slab on Grade Ranch Natural Gas No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes 11 100/65 
Point Arena/Manchester 
2.1 407 Sea Lion Court MH 11 Years 3 Slab on Grade Ranch Propane/Wood No No Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes 11 41/50 
2.2 409 Sea Lion Court LR 11 Years 3 Slab on Grade Ranch Propane/Wood Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 15 54 
2.3 406 Sea Lion Court LR 11 Years 6 Slab on Grade Ranch Propane/Wood Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 12 32121 
2.4 404 Seal Lion Court MH 11 Years not home Slab on Grade Ranch Propane/Wood No -- -- Yes -- -- - -- -- - --
2.5 408 Sea Lion Court LR 11 Years 5 Slab on Grade Ranch Propane/Wood No No Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes 11 0/40 
2.6 403 Sea Lion Court LR 11 Years 4 Slab on Grade Ranch Propane/Wood No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 11.12,13 32/NA 
2.7 509 Garcia Court LR 16 Years 1 Slab on Grade Ranch Propane/Wood No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No --- 12,13 43 
-l =mutual help TK =Turnkey/Rent to Own LR= Low Rent 
1 
- includes window condensation problems 
** Mold in entry closet. 
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Inspection Number: 1-1 
Address: 
Age: 
86 Tyme Way 
12 
House Type: Low rent 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
3 
Slab-on-grade 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
FA furnace (natural gas) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
Occupancy: 2 adults, 3 children (ages 5, 12, 1 7) 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Mold was found 
around some windows. The back wall had been 
replaced due to a leaking evaporative cooler. Two of 
the three supply air plenums for the evaporative cooler 
were uninsulated. 
Rainwater Management: The site drainage was good. 
The gutter system was intact. 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The bathroom exhaust fan 
measured 36 CFM- 41 CFM with the grille removed 
(Figure 2). The fan vented 
through the roof with metal 
flex duct. The kitchen exhaust 
fan also vented to the outside. 
Attic: The attic was insulated 
to about R38 with fiberglass 
batt insulation. The roof 
sheathing was in good shape 
with no signs of mold. The 
attic hatch was not insulated 
with 4" of Thermax insulation 
(Figure 3). 
Heating System: The furnace 
was a sealed combustion gas-
fired model with a central 
Figure 3- Sealed 
combustion furnace 
and natural draft 
water heater. 
return. The water heater was a natural draft gas-fired 
model (Figure 4 ). Combustion air was ducted to the 
furnace closet from the attic through rigid metal 
ductwork. Because the original combustion air intake 
was not large enough to provide an adequate amount of 
combustion air, another duct was added (Figure 5). 
Building Research Council 
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Figure 5- Combustion air 
intakes and metal flex duct 
from bathroom exhaust fan. 
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Cooling was provided by an evaporative cooler 
(Figure 6). Supply air was provided through an 
insulated duct to three supply air registers located in 
the ceiling. A metal plenum was located above each 
supply register. Two of three plenums were 
uninsulated (Figure 7). In addition, the holes were 
visible in the duct connections to the plenums. 
Two pressure activated registers, located in the living 
and dining room ceilings, open to a metal box within 
the attic cavity (Figures 8 and 9). 
Occupant Notes: 
Five people lived in 
the home. The three 
children had 
allergies. 
Recommendations: 
• Replace 
existing 
bathroom 
fan with 
Figure 7- Uninsulated plenum 
low-sone exhaust fan with mechanical timer in 
place of "on/off' switch; replace metallic flex 
duct with smooth metal. 
• Seal duct joints in attic with duct mastic. 
• Insulate supply air plenums for evaporative 
cooler. 
• Remove or air seal pressure activated dampers in 
living room and dining room ceilings. 
June 21-25, 2004 
Figure 6 - Evaporative cooler 
Figure 8 -Pressure activated 
damper in living room ceiling 
Figure 9 -Metal box above 
damper in attic 
• Replace water heater with sealed combustion model as needed. 
• Replace windows with windows that have aU-value no higher than 0.40 as 
needed. 
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Inspection Number: 
Address: 
Age: 
House Type: 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
1-2 
97 Tyme Way 
12 
Low rent 
4 
Slab-on-grade 
FA furnace (natural gas) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
1 adult 
Figure 2- Splash block directs 
rain water away from slab 
Figure 3 - Both bathroom 
exhaust fans vented through 
roof 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Mold was reported on some 
bedroom and bathroom window sills. 
Rainwater Management: Despite the relatively flat site 
drainage in front of the home, there were no reports of site 
drainage causing problems in the home. The gutter system was 
intact with good drainage away from the slab (Figure 2). 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The main bathroom exhaust fan measured 
59. The exhaust fan in the master bedroom bath measured 3 6 
CFM. Both fans vented through the roof with metal flex duct 
(Figure 3). The kitchen exhaust fan also vented to the outside. 
The dryer vented to the outside through flexible metallic duct 
work that had very sharp elbows (Figure 4). 
Attic: The attic was insulated to about R3 8 with fiberglass batt 
insulation. The roof sheathing was in good shape with no signs 
of mold. The attic hatch was insulated with 4" of Thermax 
insulation. 
Heating System: The furnace and water heater were located in 
separate spaces. The furnace was a sealed combustion gas-fired 
model with a central return. The filter was very dirty. The water 
heater was a natural draft gas-fired model and located just off the 
kitchen (Figure 5). Combustion air was ducted to the furnace 
Building Research Council 
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Figure 1 - 97 Tyme Way 
Figure 4 - Dryer vent with 
sharp elbows 
- -
Figure 5- Natural draft 
water heater located just off 
the kitchen. 
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closet from the attic through rigid metal ductwork. Both combustion air inlets were 
covered with lint. 
Cooling was provided by an evaporative cooler. 
Supply air was provided through an insulated duct 
to three supply air registers located in the ceiling. 
A metal plenum was located above each supply 
register. Two of three plenums were uninsulated 
(Figure 6). Two pressure activated registers were 
located in the living and dining room ceilings. 
Occupant Notes: One person lived in the home 
and reported having allergies. 
Recommendations: Figure 6- Uninsulated plenum for 
evaporative cooler 
• Replace the existing bathroom fans with low-sone exhaust fans with mechanical 
timers in place of"on/off' switch; replace metallic flex duct with smooth metal. 
• Seal duct joints in attic with duct mastic. 
• Insulate supply air plenums for evaporative cooler. 
• Remove or air seal pressure activated dampers in living room and dining room 
ceilings. 
• Clean combustion air inlets for water heater; increase size of openings if 
necessary. 
• When needed, replace water heater with sealed combustion model. 
• Install new windows that have aU-value no higher than 0.40. 
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Inspection Number: 
Address: 
Age: 
House Type: 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
1-3 
98 Tyme Way 
12 
Low rent 
3 
Slab-on-grade 
FA furnace (natural gas) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
1 adult 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: The evaporative 
cooler had leaked into the back bedrooms. Some 
minor water damage was found on the floor next to 
the bathtub. Mold was also reported in the front entry 
closet caused by a leaking water line to the hose bib. 
Rainwater Management: Site drainage was good. 
Water was directed away from the slab with splash 
blocks. A planter on the comer of the home had 
trapped rain water next to the slab (Figure 2). 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The bathroom exhaust fan 
measured 46 CFM. The fan vented through the roof 
June 21-25, 2004 
Figure 1 - 98 Tyme Way 
Figure 2 - Planter at corner of 
home 
with metal flex duct. The kitchen exhaust fan also vented to the outside. Some minor 
water damage was found on the floor next to the bathtub. 
Attic: The attic was not inspected and was assumed to be similar to other inspected 
homes with respect to insulation level, uninsulated plenums for the evaporative cooler, 
and pressure-activated dampers. 
Heating System: The furnace was a sealed combustion gas-fired model with a central 
return. The water heater was a natural draft gas-fired model. Combustion air was ducted 
to the furnace closet from the attic through rigid metal ductwork. 
Cooling was provided by an evaporative cooler. Supply air was provided through an 
insulated duct to three supply air registers located in the ceiling. A metal plenum was 
located above each supply register. Two pressure activated registers were located in the 
living and dining room ceilings. 
Occupant Notes: One person lived in the home. 
Recommendations: 
• Replace the existing bathroom fan with low-sone exhaust fan with a mechanical 
timer in place of "on/off' switch; replace metallic flex duct with smooth metal. 
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• Seal duct joints in attic with duct mastic. 
• Insulate supply air plenums for evaporative cooler. 
• Remove or air seal pressure activated dampers in living room and dining room 
ceilings. 
• Check size for combustion air inlets for water heater; increase size of openings if 
necessary. 
• When appropriate, replace water heater with sealed combustion model. 
• When appropriate, replace windows with windows that have aU-value no higher 
than 0.40. 
• Install a drain in the planter ensuring the drainage flows away from the 
foundation. 
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Inspection Number: 
Address: 
Age: 
House Type: 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
1-4 
115 Tyme Way 
12 
Low rent 
4 
Slab-on-grade 
FA furnace (natural gas) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
2 adults, 4 children (ages 
13,10,5, and 3 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Mold was found on 
many window sills (Figure 2) and on the bedroom 
wall near the evaporative cooler (Figure 3). The 
drain line was located within the wall cavity (typical 
of these homes). If a leak occurred, it could go 
undetected until mold appeared on the wall. The 
home had a large aquarium. The toilet in the master 
bedroom bath had a leaky base. 
Rainwater Management: Site drainage was good. 
The gutter system was intact. 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The main bathroom exhaust fan 
measured 36 CFM and was controlled by a 
combination light/fan switch. The master bedroom 
bathroom exhaust fan measured 29 CFM and was 
controlled by a separate switch. Both fans vented 
through the roof. The kitchen fan vented to the 
outside. 
Attic: The attic was insulated to about R38 with 
fiberglass batt insulation. The roof sheathing was in 
good shape with no signs of mold. The attic hatch 
was insulated with 4" of Thermax insulation. Two of 
three plenums for the evaporative cooler were 
uninsulated. 
Figure 1 -115 Tyme Way 
Figure 2 - Mold on window sill 
Figure 3- Evaporative cooler 
with drain line located in wall 
cavity 
Heating System: The furnace and water heater were located in separate spaces. The 
furnace was a sealed combustion gas-fired model with a central return. The water heater 
was a natural draft gas-fired model located just off the kitchen. Combustion air was 
ducted to the furnace closet from the attic through rigid metal ductwork. The combustion 
air inlets were covered with lint. 
Cooling was provided by an evaporative cooler. Supply air was provided through an 
insulated duct to three supply air registers located in the ceiling. A metal plenum was 
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located above each supply register. Two of three plenums were uninsulated. Two 
pressure activated registers were located in the living and dining room ceilings. 
Occupant Notes: Six people lived in the home. The son had repeated allergies. 
Recommendations: 
• Installlow-sone bathroom exhaust fan with a fan delay timer (main bathroom) 
and mechanical timer in master bedroom bathroom; replace metallic flex duct 
with smooth metal. 
• Seal duct joints in attic with duct mastic. 
• Insulate supply air plenums for evaporative cooler. 
• Remove or air seal pressure activated dampers in living room and dining room 
ceilings. 
• Check size for combustion air inlets for water heater; increase size of openings if 
necessary. 
• When appropriate, replace water heater with sealed combustion model. 
• When appropriate, replace windows with windows that have aU-value no higher 
than 0.40. 
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Inspection Number: 
Address: 
Age: 
House Type: 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
1-5 
6 Yell ow Hammer Drive 
12 
Low rent 
4 
Slab-on-grade 
FA furnace (natural gas) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
2 adults, 3 children (ages 5, 8, 16) 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Some exterior siding 
on one side of the home was replaced due to water 
leakage from the evaporative cooler. Some mold was 
found on the bathroom ceiling (Figure 2). Clothes were 
hang-drying in the laundry area (Figure 3). The dryer 
vent was disconnected. Mold was reported on some 
bedroom window sills. 
Rainwater Management: The site drained toward the 
house in front, but did not appear to have caused any 
moisture problems. The gutter system was intact. 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The bathroom exhaust fan 
measured 41 CFM. The kitchen fan vented to the 
outside. 
Attic: No mold was found on the attic sheathing. No 
wall sheathing was found on one gable end -just house 
wrap. 
Heating System: The furnace and water heater were 
located in separate spaces. The furnace was a sealed 
combustion gas-fired model with a central return. The 
occupant stored item~ around the furnace that may 
restrict return air to the grill (Figure 4 ). The water 
heater was a natural draft gas-fired model and was 
located just off the kitchen. Combustion air was ducted 
to the furnace closet from the attic. 
Cooling was provided by an evaporative cooler. Supply 
air was provided through an insulated duct to three 
supply air registers located in the ceiling. A metal 
plenum was located above each supply register. Two of 
the three plenums were uninsulated. Two pressure 
activated registers were located in the living and dining 
room ceilings. 
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Figure 1 - 6 Yellow Hammer 
Drive 
Figure 2 - Mold on bathroom 
ceiling 
Figure 3 - Clothes hang-drying 
in laundry area 
Figure 4- Items stored in 
furnace closet that may restrict 
air flow to furnace (note return 
air grille on the left) 
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Occupant Notes: Five people lived in the home. The husband and two children suffered 
from allergies. 
Recommendations: 
• Replace the existing bathroom fan with a low-sone exhaust fan with a mechanical 
timer in place of an "on/off' switch; replace the metallic flex duct with a smooth 
metal. 
• Re-connect the dryer vent. 
• Seal duct joints in the attic with duct mastic. 
• Insulate the supply air plenums for the evaporative cooler. 
• Remove or air-seal the pressure-activated dampers in the living room and the 
dining room ceilings. 
• If necessary, increase the size of the combustion air inlets for the water heater. 
• When necessary, replace water heater with sealed combustion model. 
• When necessary, install new windows that have aU-value no higher than 0.40. 
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Inspection Number: 
Address: 
Age: 
House Type: 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
1-6 
11 Yellow Hammer Drive 
12 
Low rent 
4 
Slab-on-grade 
FA furnace (natural gas) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
2 adults, 5 children 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: The exterior siding 
had rotted near the evaporative cooler. Poor water 
drainage around the window may have caused the 
damage (Figure 2). Water draining along one side of 
the house may have also contributed to the problem. 
Minor mold growth was above some the baseboards 
(Figure 3) and on the master bedroom bathroom ceiling. 
Rainwater Management: The site drainage was good, 
despite a large hill behind the home. A swale directed 
water away from the back of the home and along the 
sides of the home. The gutter system was intact. 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The main bathroom exhaust fan 
measured 53 CFM. The master bedroom exhaust fan 
measured 50 CFM. The kitchen fan vented to the 
outside. 
Attic: The attic was not inspected and appeared similar 
to the previously inspected attics. 
Heating System: The furnace was a sealed combustion 
type. The water heater was a natural draft system. 
Occupant Notes: Seven people lived in the home. 
Recommendations: 
June 21-25, 2004 
Figure 1-11 Yellow Hammer 
Drive 
Figure 2 - Damaged siding 
Figure 3 - Mold growth above 
baseboard 
• Replace the existing bathroom fan with a low-sone exhaust fan with a mechanical 
timer in place of an "on/off' switch; replace metallic flex duct with smooth metal. 
• Seal duct the joints in the attic with duct mastic. 
• Insulate the supply air plenums for evaporative cooler. 
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• Remove or air seal pressure activated dampers in living room and dining room 
ceilings. 
• If necessary, increase the size for combustion air inlets for water heater. 
• When appropriate, replace water heater with sealed combustion model. 
• When appropriate, install new windows that have aU-value no higher than 0.40. 
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Inspection Number: 2-1 
Address: 407 Sea Lion Court 
Age: 11 
House Type: Mutual help 
Bedrooms: 4 
Foundation: Slab-on-grade 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
FA furnace (propane/wood) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
Occupancy: 3 adults 
Mold and Moisture 
Conditions: Fungal growths 
occurred at the joints of the T-
1-11 siding on the south side of 
the home (Figure 2). Some 
mold was found at the base of 
the living room wall. 
Rainwater Management: The 
site drainage was good. The Figure 2 - Fungal growth in 
gutter system was intact. Mold _joint ofT-1-11 siding 
growth was found in the joints of the T-1-11 siding on the south 
side of the home. The exterior bandjoist showed signs of 
deterioration (Figure 3). 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The 
main bathroom exhaust fan 
measured 41 CFM. The 
exhaust fan in the master 
bedroom bath measured 50 
CFM. Both fans vented 
through the roof through a 
common rigid metal duct 
(Figure 4 ). An exhaust fan 
was also present in the 
laundry closet. The kitchen 
exhaust fan vented to the 
outside. The dryer vented to 
the outside. 
Figure 5 - Gaps in batt insulation 
exposing top surface of gypsum 
board 
Attic: The attic was insulated to about R38 with fiberglass batt 
insulation. There were numerous gaps and voids between the 
batts with exposed ceiling area (Figure 5). Some metal supply 
air registers were not insulated (Figure 6). The roof sheathing 
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Figure 3 - Band joist 
deterioration 
Figure 6 - Exposed metal 
supply air register 
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was in good shape with no signs of mold. The 
attic hatch was not insulated with 4" of Thermax 
insulation. 
Heating System: The furnace was an 80% 
propane-fired model with a central return. 
Combustion air was ducted to the furnace closet 
from the attic through rigid metal ductwork 
(Figure 8). A wood stove located in the living 
room provided supplemental heat (Figure 7). 
Outside combustion air was provided to the stove. 
The water heater was a natural draft propane-fired 
model located in a non-conditioned space on the 
back of the home. There was no cooling system in the 
home. 
Occupant Notes: Three people lived in the home. 
Recommendations: 
• Replace the wooden bandjoist so that water drains 
from it. 
• When appropriate, replace windows with ones with 
aU-value no higher than 0.40; flash so that the 
trim cannot trap water behind it. 
• Replace existing bathroom fans with low-sone 
exhaust fans with mechanical timers in place of 
"on/off' switches. 
Figure 3 - Wood stove 
• Inspect the attic insulation; insulate exposed gypsum board surfaces. 
• Insulate exposed metal registers in the attic. 
• When appropriate, replace the furnace with a sealed combustion model. 
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Inspection Number: 2-2 
Address: 
Age: 
House Type: 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
409 Sea Lion Court 
11 
Low rent 
3 
Slab-on-grade 
June 21-25, 2004 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
Wall furnace (propane/wood) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
3 adults Figure 1 - 409 Sea Lion Court 
Figure 2- Disconnected 
downspout 
Mold and Moisture 
Figure 3 - Splash block allows 
water to drain back towards the 
slab 
Figure 4 -Mold at the 
walVceiling joint in back 
bedroom 
Conditions: Mold was found at the exterior wall/ceiling 
joint in the back bedroom. 
Rainwater Management: Site drainage was flat. A 
downspout was disconnected (Figure 2). Rain water is 
direct back towards the slab in some locations (Figure 3). 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The bathroom exhaust fan measured 
54 CFM. The fan vented through the roof with metal flex 
duct. The kitchen exhaust fan vented to the outside. 
Dryer was vented outside through flexible metal 
ductwork that was constricted. 
Figure 5 - Gap was found between 
trim and siding where mold was 
growing 
Attic: Mold was found on the back bedroom ceiling at the exterior wall (Figure 4). Attic 
insulation appeared to be adequate over the top plate. However, daylight was visible over 
the insulation to the outside. Gaps were visible between the trim and the siding that 
allowed cold air to move through the insulation, cooling the ceiling surface temperature 
(Figure 5). The problem was further compounded by the fact that there was no warm-air 
distribution system in the home. 
The attic was insulated to about R38 with fiberglass batt insulation. There were 
numerous gaps and voids between the harts with exposed ceiling area. A large bypass 
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was found around the kitchen exhaust fan (Figure 6). 
The roof sheathing was in good shape with no signs of 
mold. 
Heating System: A propane-fired wall furnace was used 
for heating with no supply or return air ductwork (Figure 
7). A wood stove located in the living room provided 
supplemental heat. The water heater was a natural draft 
propane-fired model. There was no cooling system in the 
home. 
Occupant Notes: Three people lived in the home. 
Recommendations: 
• Re-insulate and air seal over the top plate in the 
back bedroom. 
• Seal all attic bypasses, especially around the 
kitchen exhaust fan. 
• Install a transfer grille between the back bedroom 
and main body of the house to improve the air 
circulation. 
• Repair the downspouts/ correct the pitch of the 
splash blocks. 
• Replace wood bandj oist so that water can drain 
from it. 
June 21-25, 2004 
Figure 6 - Bypass around 
kitchen exhaust duct 
Figure 7 - Wall furnace 
• When appropriate, install new windows with aU-value no higher than 0.40; flash 
appropriately to not trap water behind the trim. 
• Replace the existing bathroom fans with low-sone exhaust fans with mechanical 
timers in place of "on/off' switches. 
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Inspection Number: 2-3 
Address: 
Age: 
House Type: 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
406 Sea Lion Court 
11 
Low rent 
4 
Slab-on-grade 
FA furnace (propane/wood) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
1 adult, 5 children 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: The exterior 
band joist was rotting (Figure 2) as wasT -1-11 siding 
beneath the window trim (Figure 3). Water leaked 
through the exterior wall from a kitchen plumbing 
leak. The supply air register in the bathroom ceiling 
was rusty. 
Rainwater Management: Site drainage was flat. 
The gutter system allowed water to drain next to 
home (Figure 4). 
Bathroom/Kitchen: 
The main bathroom 
exhaust fan measured 
32 CFM. The 
exhaust fan in the 
master bedroom bath 
measured 50 CFM. 
Both fans vented to 
the outside. The 
kitchen exhaust fan 
vented to the outside. 
The dryer vented to 
the outside. 
Figure 3 - Rotting siding 
exposed when window trim was 
removed 
June 21-25, 2004 
Figure 2 - Rotting exterior 
bandjoist 
Figure 4 - Disconnected 
downspout 
The metal supply air register in the bathroom was rusty, indicating that the register was 
not insulated in the attic. 
The kitchen sink was leaking and water was draining through the exterior wall onto the 
back patio. Some mold was under the cabinet. 
Attic: The attic was not accessed. It was assumed that the conditions were similar to 
other homes, especially in regards to uninsulated metal supply air registers given the rust 
stains found in the interior. 
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Heating System: The furnace was an 80% propane-fired model with a central return. 
Combustion air was ducted to the furnace closet from the attic through rigid metal 
ductwork. A wood stove located in the living room provided supplemental heat. Outside 
combustion air was provided to the stove. The water heater was a natural draft propane-
fired model located in a non-conditioned space behind the home. The occupant stored 
items around the water heater creating a fire hazard. There was no cooling system in the 
home. 
Occupant Notes: Six people, one adult and five children- ages 5 years to 14 years-lived 
in the home. Allergies and asthma had been reported by the occupants. 
Recommendations: 
• Correct the kitchen plumbing leak. 
• Re-connect downspouts to direct water away from the home. 
• Replace the wood bandjoist so that water could drain from it. 
• When appropriate, install new windows with aU-value no higher than 0.40; flash 
to avoid trapping water behind the trim. 
• Replace the existing bathroom fans with low-sone exhaust fans with mechanical 
timers in place of "on/off' switches. 
• Inspect the attic insulation; insulate the exposed gypsum board surfaces. 
• Insulate the exposed metal registers in the attic. 
• When appropriate, replace the furnace with a sealed combustion model. 
• Advise the occupant not to store items near the water heater. 
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Inspection Number: 
Address: 
Age: 
House Type: 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
2-4 
404 Sea Lion Court 
11 
Mutual help 
4 
Slab-on-grade 
FA furnace (propane/wood) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
Unknown 
Occupants were not at home. Only an inspection of 
the siding on the front of the home was done. 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Exterior bandjoist 
was rotting. T -1-11 siding was very soft, especially 
around the window trim (Figure 2). 
Building Research Council 
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Figure 1 - 404 Sea Lion Court 
Figure 2- Soft T-1-11 siding 
ad_jacent to window trim 
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Inspection Number: 2-5 
Address: 408 Sea Lion Court 
Age: 11 
House Type: Low rent 
Bedrooms: 4 
Foundation: 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Occupancy: 
Slab-on-grade 
FA furnace (propane/wood) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
2 adults, 3 children 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: The exterior bandjoist 
was rotting (Figure 2). Fungal growth was found in the 
joints of the T -1-11 siding. Mold was found in the 
comer of the back bedroom and in the master bedroom 
bathroom. 
Rainwater Management: The site drainage was flat. 
Some holes and depressions were adjacent to the slab 
(Figure 3). The gutter system was intact. The exterior 
bandjoist was rotting. A poor design of the bandjoist 
was likely the cause of water entry into the sidewalls 
(Figure 4). Figure 2 - Rotting exterior 
bandjoist 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The main bathroom exhaust fan 
measured 0 CFM. The exhaust fan in the master bedroom bath 
measured 46 CFM. Both fans vented to the outside. The 
kitchen exhaust fan vented to the outside. The dryer vented to 
the outside. 
Attic: The attic was not accessed. It was assumed that the 
conditions were similar to those found in other homes, 
especially in regards to uninsulated metal supply air registers. 
Heating System: The furnace was an 80% propane-fired 
model with a central return. Combustion air was ducted to the 
furnace closet from the attic through rigid metal ductwork. A 
wood stove located in the living room provided supplemental 
heat. Outside combustion air was provided to the stove. The 
water heater was a natural draft propane-fired model located in 
a non-conditioned space behind the home. There ::. ·:· ::\ · .. :.· 
was no cooling system in the home. ~·. 
Occupant Notes: Five people, 2 adults and 3 
children, ages 3-5 years, lived in the home. The 
son had allergies. 
Figure 3 -Depression 
next to slab 
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Recommendations: 
• Replace the wood bandjoist so that water can drain from it. 
• When appropriate, install new windows with aU-value no higher than 0.40; flash 
so water is not trapped behind the trim. 
• Replace the existing bathroom fans with low-sone exhaust fans with mechanical 
timers in place of"on/off' switches. 
• Inspect the attic insulation; insulate the exposed gypsum board surfaces. 
• Insulate the exposed metal registers in the attic. 
• When appropriate, replace the furnace with a sealed combustion model. 
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Inspection Number: 2-6 
Address: 
Age: 
403 Sea Lion Court 
11 
House Type: Low rent 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
5 
Slab-on-grade 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
FA furnace (propane/wood) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
Occupancy: 2 adults, 2 children 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: The exterior band joist and 
window trim was rotting (Figures 2 & 3). Mold was found 
in the main bathroom on the wall and ceiling. 
Rainwater Management: The site drainage was flat. The 
gutter system was intact. The exterior bandjoist and 
window trim were rotting. 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The main bathroom exhaust fan 
measured 32 CFM. Mold was growing on the wall and 
ceiling (Figure 4). Mold was also found under the bathroom 
sink (Figure 5). The 
exhaust fan in the master 
bedroom bath was 
inaccessible. Both fans 
vented to the outside. The 
kitchen exhaust fan and 
dryer vented to the outside. 
Attic: The attic was 
insulated to R3 8. 
Conditions were similar to 
those found in the houses 2-
1 and 2-2. Gaps 
between the batt 
insulation were 
found exposing the 
gypsum ceiling and 
metal supply air 
registers were not 
insulated. In 
addition, uninsulated 
copper plumbing 
Figure 3 - Rotted window trim 
lines were found Figure 5 - Mold under bathroom 
(Figure 6). sink 
~----------------------~1 
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Figure 4 -Mold growth on 
bathroom wall and ceiling 
Figure 6- Uninsulated copper 
plumbing line in attic 
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Heating System: The furnace was an 80% propane-fired 
model with a central return. Combustion air was ducted to 
the furnace closet from the attic through rigid metal 
ductwork. A wood stove located in the living room 
provided supplemental heat. However, unlike previous 
wood stove, combustion air for the stove was drawn from 
the house (Figure 7). The water heater was a natural draft 
propane-fired model located in a non-conditioned space 
behind the home. There was no cooling system in the 
home. 
Occupant Notes: Four people lived in the home. The 
children have allergies. 
Recommendations: 
• Replace the wood bandjoist so that water can drain 
from it. 
June 21-25, 2004 
Figure 7- Wood stove 
without outside combustion 
air intake 
• When appropriate, install new windows with aU-value no higher than 0.40; flash 
so that no water is trapped behind the trim. 
• Replace the existing bathroom fans with low-sone exhaust fans with mechanical 
timers in place of "on/off' switches; replace the flexible metal duct with rigid 
metal. 
• Inspect the attic insulation; insulate the exposed gypsum board surfaces. 
• Insulate the exposed metal registers in the attic. 
• Insulated the copper plumbing pipes. 
• When appropriate, replace the furnace with a sealed combustion model. 
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Inspection Number: 2-7 
Address: 
Age: 
5 09 Garcia Court 
16 
House Type: Low rent 
Bedrooms: 
Foundation: 
2 
Slab-on-grade 
Heat Type: 
Construction: 
Wall furnace (propane/wood) 
Stick-built, 2" x 6" 
Occupancy: 1 adult 
Figure 2 -Rotted bandjoist 
Mold and Moisture 
Conditions: The 
exterior band joist and 
window trim was rotted 
(Figures 2 & 3). Mold 
was found on the 
bathtub surround. 
Some water damage to 
the wall adjacent to the 
bathtub was noted. 
Figure 3- Rotted window trim; 
note fungal growth at base of trim 
Rainwater Figure 5- Mold growth on tub 
June 21-25,2004 
Figure 4 - Fungal growth on 
siding 
Management: The site surround 
~----------------------~ drainage was flat. The gutter system was intact. The exterior 
Figure 6 -Properly vented dryer duct 
band joist and window trim were rotting. Fungal growth on 
the T -1-11 siding was prevalent (Figure 4 ). 
Bathroom/Kitchen: The bathroom exhaust fan measured 43 CFM. Mold was growing 
on the tub surround (Figure 5). Gypsum board adjacent to tub was water damaged. The 
floor was damp under a throw-rug. The kitchen exhaust fan vented to the outside. The 
dryer vented to the outside through a properly installed flexible metal duct (Figure 6). 
Some mold was found under the kitchen sink. 
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Attic: The attic was not inspected. Conditions were 
assumed to be similar to those found in other homes with 
R3 8 fiberglass batt insulation, gaps between batts 
exposing gypsum ceiling surfaces and a bypass around 
the kitchen exhaust vent. 
Heating System: A propane-fired wall furnace was used 
for heating -there was no supply or return air ductwork 
(Figure 7). A wood stove located in the living room 
provided supplemental heat. Some wood was stored near 
the stove. The water heater was a natural draft propane-
fired model located in an unconditioned space outside the 
house. No items were stored near the heater (Figure 8). 
There was no cooling system in the home. 
Occupant Notes: One person lived in the home. 
Recommendations: 
• Replace wood bandjoist such that water can drain 
from it. 
• When appropriate, install new windows with a U-
value no higher than 0.40; flash so water is not 
trapped behind the trim. 
• Replace the existing bathroom fans with low-sone 
exhaust fans with mechanical timers in place of 
"on/off' switches; replace the flexible metal duct 
with rigid metal, if necessary. 
• Inspect the attic insulation; insulate the exposed 
gypsum board surfaces. 
• Inspect the plumbing in the attic; insulate 
uninsulated pipes. 
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Figure 7- Wall furnace 
Figure 8- Water heater with 
no items stored near it 
• Install a transfer grille between the back bedroom and main body of the house to 
improve the air circulation. 
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